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RELATIONSHIPS, SEX & HEALTH EDUCATION – PARENT GUIDE 

The RSHE curriculum will be taught in line with the Christian Ethos of 

the school and the belief that all children are unique and valued.  

What is RSHE? 
Relationships, Sex and Health Education is 

learning about the emotional, social and 

physical aspects of growing up, relationships, 

sex, human sexuality and sexual health.             

It should equip children and young people 

with the information, skills and positive values 

to have safe, fulfilling relationships, to enjoy 

their sexuality and to take responsibility for their 

sexual health and wellbeing. (DfE) 

 

All schools are required to teach RSHE  
 

Subject content is designed to equip your 

child with knowledge to make informed 

decisions about their wellbeing, health and 

relationships as well as preparing them for a 

successful adult life.  

The world for all young people looks very 

different from the way it did 20 years ago 

when this curriculum was last updated – these 

changes bring the content into the 21st 

century, so that it is relevant for your child. 
 

Health Education 
Health Education aims to give your child the 

information they need to make good decisions 

about their own health and wellbeing, to recognise 

issues in themselves 

and others, and to 

seek support as early 

as possible when 

issues arise. 

 

 

 

This includes:  mental wellbeing • internet safety 

and harms • physical health and fitness • healthy 

eating • facts and risks associated with drugs, 

alcohol and tobacco • 

health and prevention • 

basic first aid • changing 

adolescent body   

   Relationships Education                           
Relationships 

Education will put in 

place the building 

blocks needed for 

positive and safe 

relationships, 

including with family, friends and online.  

Your child will be taught, what a relationship 

is, what friendship is, what family means and 

who can support them.  

In an age-appropriate 

way, your child’s 

school will cover how 

to treat each other 

with kindness, 

consideration and respect.  

Relationships & Sex Education 
 The main aims are to  

 enable young people to understand and 

respect their bodies;  

• cope with the changes 

puberty brings, without fear 

or confusion; 

• help young people 

develop positive and 

healthy relationships appropriate 

to their age, development etc. 

(respect for self and others); 

 support young people to have 

positive self-esteem and body 

image, and to understand the 

influences and pressures around them. 

 To empower them to be safe and safeguarded 

Quality RSE takes away children’s ignorance, not 

their innocence. 
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Why does my child need it? 

• Media and Social Media expose our children 

to various representations of sex and 

sexuality.  We need 

to present a 

balanced view of 

RSHE and help them 

to make insightful 

choices and stay 

safe. 

• Sexually-transmitted infections (STIs) and 

teenage pregnancy in the UK are relatively 

high and research suggests that young 

people often feel regret after early sexual 

experiences. 

• Many parents seek support from schools in 

providing RSHE for their children. 

• Research consistently shows that effective 

RSHE delays first sexual experience and 

reduces risk-taking. 

• Pupil voice inform us that RSHE tends to be 

“too little, too late and too biological”.  

Pupils prioritise school as the preferred 

source of information but want parents to 

take a greater role. 

What will my child learn? 
 

The children will participate in a unit titled ‘My Body’ 

through the provision of a spiral-development 

curriculum that is tailored to the age and stage of 

our pupils’ needs. 

 

 Lessons are taught using simple BUT scientific 

language and pictures, which help children 

understand changes more effectively. 
 

 Key concepts are 

taught through a 

focus on safe, 

respectful and 

healthy relationships 

whilst understanding 

diversity, similarities 

and differences. 
 

 Resources are non-biased and non-judgmental 

allowing pupils opportunities to consider the 

information and develop their own values, 

attitudes and opinions relevant to the topic.  

 

My Body - Lesson Aims  

Reception 

The importance of basic personal hygiene and understand how to maintain 

basic personal hygiene. 

Introducing different body parts for girls and boys. 

Year One 

Correctly name the main parts of the body, including external genitalia using 

scientific terms. 

Understand that some body parts are private. 

Year Two Pupils can recognise how they grow and will change as they become older. 

Year Three 
Pupils know how their body may change as they grow and develop, how to 

care for their body and celebrate their uniqueness. 

Year Four 
Pupils can reflect on how their body has changed and anticipate body 

changes, understanding that some are related to puberty. 

Year Five 
Pupils can anticipate how their body may change as they approach and 

move through puberty. 

Year Six 

Pupils can explain what sexual intercourse is and how this leads to 

reproduction, using the correct terms to describe the male and female sexual 

organs. 
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Top Tips for Parents  
 

Talking to your child about their bodies, relationships, puberty and sex is important; building good 

channels of communication throughout childhood can help your child to communicate with 

you as future issues of increasing importance arise and may help to reduce risk-taking 

behaviours as they approach adulthood. 

 

Your child needs to know that it's OK to talk, and that you're happy to talk about it.  They'll learn 

this through your body language, tone and manner when you talk, so try to behave as though 

you would in any other normal, everyday topic of conversation. 

 

Simple strategies to make talking about bodies, relationships, puberty and sex more 

comfortable: 

 

 Start off by talking about something that you both find more comfortable, such as feelings 

and emotions. 

 Ask them what they think their friends know/think about the topic, as this provides a way to 

talk about your child’s views indirectly. 

 Avoid ‘The Chat’ - talk about these issues little and often, over everyday events like washing 

up or watching TV.  This can help to normalise the conversation, and ease uncomfortable 

feelings. 

 Use correct and scientific vocabulary to prevent confusion, especially for body parts.  This is 

hugely important for safeguarding too. 

 Don’t leave it too late.  Start talking about puberty before you feel your child is approaching 

it so that you already have strong channels of communication established in readiness.  

 Be prepared to listen. Your child will want to have their voice heard without feeling judged 

and feeling listened to will encourage them to come to you to talk about issues in the future. 

 If they ask you a question that you are not sure how to answer, that is OK.  Suggest that you 

find out the answer together and then you will both know! 

 Try to listen calmly, even if what they say surprises or concerns you.  Try to remember that it is 

good that they are comfortable to discuss issues with you, and that they need to trust you will 

not respond negatively. 

 Remember that children’s lives today are very different, so the education they receive has to 

reflect this.  We may think that they know too much but we want our children empowered to 

make informed and safe choices.   

 

Make sure they know that they can talk to you anytime about anything 
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Does my child have to take part? - Right to withdraw your child 

 
You cannot withdraw your child from Relationships Education or from the Sex Education 

included in the Science National Curriculum which includes how babies are conceived and 

born. 

If you do not want your child to take part in some of the lessons on Sex Education, you can ask 

that they are withdrawn.  At primary level, the head teacher must grant this request.  

However, a meeting would be arranged to discuss the nature and purpose of the curriculum, 

the benefits of receiving this important education and any detrimental effects that withdrawal 

might have on the child.  Schools are required to document the conversation to ensure a 

record is kept but your decision as a parent will be respected and you will be provided with 

materials and guidance to support your child at home. 

 

If considering the right to withdraw, we would ask parents to bear in mind: 

 Other children in your child’s class will have been taught this information and may well talk 

to your child about it, perhaps in the playground… and potentially mislead them or confuse 

them as a result. 

 

 It may prove far better to allow experienced and sensitive teaching staff to teach your 

child in a progressive, developmental way that is grounded in research. 

 

 They will be learning about reproduction in science lessons.  The RSE in PSHE will echo this 

and will concentrate on teaching children how to enjoy healthy, appropriate relationships, 

improve self-esteem and self-confidence, and make healthy, informed choices.  When 

viewed this way, it is hoped that RSE won’t be seen as contentious or a cause for concern, 

but rather as helpful. 

 

 Attend an information session at the school to fully understand the rationale behind and 

the content of this work. 

 

 Talk to your child’s teacher or the head teacher.  Often, when parents and carers find out 

what is in the PSHE curriculum, their fears are allayed as they can appreciate it is in the best 

interests of their child’s lifelong learning. 

 

 

RSHE should be a partnership between the school and home, working for every child’s safety 

and benefit. 

 

 


